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Abstract The aim of the research was to create a
mechanical and mathematical model of a compound bow
and analyse its work without any prior hypothesis about the
symmetry of limb deflection. The method of the research
was based on the methods of theoretical mechanics, applied
and computer mathematics. A pair and shift mechanism
with cams and levels was used as a basis of the mechanical
and mathematical model of a compound bow. The differ-
ence between results of modelling and measurement was
near 7 %, while the error due to digital image deformation
was evaluated to be near 1 % which was considered as
acceptable. The calculated results indicated noticeable
differences from simulations using the constraint of sym-
metrical limb deformation. Comparison of symmetrical and
asymmetrical simulations with experimental data revealed
that the asymmetrical simulation gave a closer match to the
measured values for cam angles; the simulated and mea-
sured cam angle asymmetry was much greater than any
measurement errors. Realisation of a process of solving the
problem using computer mathematical system MathCAD
makes it possible for specialists of physical education and
sports (coaches and sport archers), who do not have a
mathematical background, to use the mechanical and
mathematical model that was proposed in the research for a
study and training process.
Keywords Archery  Compound bow 
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List of symbols
sB Half-length of the string between cams
hU, hL Riser lengths
l Length of a limb
aB Limb angle against a normal to the riser when
a string is braced
a0 Angle of a free limb against a normal to the
riser
xNB Clearance of a bow
R, r Cam radii
cB Cable length between a cam and a limb when a
string is braced
FCB Cable force when a string is braced
FSB String force when a string is braced
k Stiffness of a limb
aU, aL Angles of upper and lower limbs
bU, bL Central angles of cams’ sectors without a
string
sU, sL Distances along a string between cam and a
nock point
cU, cL Angles of the string incline
yN Transverse coordinate of the nock point
xN Longitudinal coordinate of the nock point
u Angles of revolution of cams
c Cable length between a cam and a limb in the
drawn situation
cB Cable length between a cam and a limb in the
braced situation
FSU, FSL String forces
FCU, FCL Cable forces
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FG Vertical component of the grip force
D Half part of the difference between the lengths
of lower and upper branches of a string in the
braced situation
a Distance between the grip point and a straight
line that connects axes of limbs and riser joints
f Relative distance that defines a cam
asymmetry
1 Introduction
The results in archery, like other sports of shooting, are
strongly dependent on the quality of the sports weapon and
its tuning. Experimental studies of traditional and recurved
bows began at the start of their widespread use as a sport
weapon. Mechanical and mathematical models of FITA
(International Archery Federation) standard archery bow
and a compound archery bow have been designed [1].
Because of differences in the mechanisms of the string and
limb connection, there are different schemes of models.
Modelling based on the scheme of the long bow has been
developed much better than modelling of the compound
bow. Investigations on the problems of compound archery
bows have only been reported recently [8].
During the last five decades since their introduction,
compound bows have became a popular sport weapon and
now constitute the most popular kind of archery [2]. In
comparison with other archery bows, the compound bow is
able to store more energy and give higher accuracy in
shooting. They are also more resistant to temperature and
humidity changes due to the incorporation of string limbs
in their design.
The first mechanical and mathematical model of the
traditional English bow was proposed by Hickman [3] who
studied static and dynamic behaviour of the bow. Klopsteg
[4], using photo strobe method, described archery paradox.
The issue is that an archery arrow has a flexible shaft that
bends and buckles because of a compression force and a
force impulse along its length occurs when a string slides
from the fingers. Marlow [7] took into account elasticity of
the string and calculated the energy fraction that transfers
from limbs to an arrow. Mechanical and mathematical
models of the archery paradox were elaborated by Pekalski
[9] who explained lateral deflection of the arrow and bow
rotation relatively vertical axis during their common
motion. A model of recurved limbs was developed by Kooi
[5, 6]. The author studied vibrations and stability in the
vertical and transverse planes of the bow [10, 11]. The
investigation has been done basing on the model of the bow
in its main plane as an asymmetrical mechanical chain.
Scientific research of compound archery bow mechanics
assuming symmetrical bending of upper and lower limbs
was described by Park [8]. His basic mechanical and
mathematical model of the compound bow needs to be
developed. As a first step towards this model it is necessary
to test a hypothesis about symmetrical bending of the
limbs.
The aim of this research was to create a mechanical and
mathematical model of a compound bow and analyse its
work without of any prior hypothesis about the symmetry
of limbs’ deflection.
2 Braced bow situation
Upper and lower limbs of compound bows are identical
and are braced symmetrically (Fig. 1). Considering a
compound archery bow designed with a symmetrical twin
cam and cable system a limb can be modelled with a solid
shaft jointed to a handle using an Archimedean spring.
Assuming constant spring stiffness the braced situation of
the bow can be described by Eqs. (1)–(5):
2sB ¼ hU þ hL þ 2l sin aB; ð1Þ
xNB ¼ l cos aB þ q; ð2Þ
2sB ¼ cB; ð3Þ
FSBq ¼ FCBr; ð4Þ
FSB þ 2FCBð Þl cos aB ¼ k a0  aBð Þ; ð5Þ
where q ¼ q uð Þ is a cam’s radius with respect to a string,
i.e. a distance from a cam’s centre to the string (Fig. 2).
Equations (1) and (2) were derived using geometrical
parameters of a bow kinematical chain. Equation (3)
defines equal length of cable and string branches. As the
angle between them is small, the cosine is taken to be equal
to 1. The corresponding error for modern compound bows
is around 0.1 % that is quite appropriate considering the
accuracy of measuring bow parameters. Equations (4) and
(5) represent cam equilibrium and limb equilibrium,
respectively.
3 Drawn bow situation
A drawn situation of the bow (Fig. 3) is modelled using
Eqs. (7)–(14):
hU þ l sin aU þ q sin bU ¼ sU sin cU þ yN; ð6Þ
hL þ l sin aL þ q sin bL ¼ sL sin cL  yN; ð7Þ
xN ¼ l cos aU þ q cos bU þ sU cos cU; ð8Þ
xN ¼ l cos aL þ q cos bL þ sL cos cL; ð9Þ
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c ¼ hU þ hL þ l sin aU þ sin aLð Þ; ð10Þ
bU þ cU ¼
p
2




FSUq ¼ FCUr; FSLq ¼ FCLr; ð12Þ
FNx ¼ FSU cos cU þ FSL cos cL;
FNy ¼ FSL sin cL  FSU sin cU ; ð13Þ









5l ¼ k a0  aUð Þ;









5l ¼ k a0  aLð Þ:
ð14Þ
Equations (6)–(9) describe the geometrical parameters
of a bow kinematical chain. Equation (10) determines the
cable length based on the assumption that it makes a very
small angle with a riser. Equations (11) show the
correlation between cam angles and string incline angles.
Conditions of cams equilibrium are described in Eq. (12).
Fig. 1 Compound archery bow and bow scheme (http://www.archery.org)
Fig. 2 Schematic images of a braced bow: a bow and b cams
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Conditions of limbs equilibrium are described by Eq. (14).
Longitudinal and transverse components of the draw force
are presented in Eq. (13).
The geometrical parameters of a bow in the braced and
drawn situations (see Figs. 2, 3) are related by Eqs. (15)
and (16):
sU ¼ sB  Dþ
ZuþbU
0




cB  c ¼ ru: ð16Þ
Equation (15) describe the correlation between the
lengths of string branches and cam angles. Equation (16)
describes the correlation between the lengths of cam
branches and cam angles. Mechanical equilibrium of a bow
is defined by Eq. (17).





is a draw force. As the centre of
gravity of the bow is situated near to the grip point, it can
be assumed that the gravity force is balanced by the ver-
tical component of a grip force: F~G ¼ G~ (see Fig. 3c).
According to Eq. (17), the vector direction of a draw
force can be represented as a straight line between the grip




xN þ a ; ð18Þ
where a  GO is a distance between the grip point and a
straight line that connects axes of limbs and riser joints (see
Figs. 1 and 3c).
4 Example
Using an experimental compound archery bow (No.
028815P) with the parameters in Table 1, a cosine wave
(Eq. (19)) was used to model the displacement in the
transverse direction:
q hð Þ ¼ R f þ cos hð Þ: ð19Þ
where R is a distinctive dimension of a cam. According to
Eq. (19) the maximum radius of the cam on loading equals:
qmax ¼ R f þ 1ð Þ and the minimum—qmin ¼ R f  1ð Þ:
No analytical solution exists for the non-linear
Eqs. (1)–(19), and so these were solved using a modified
Newton–Raphsom method for a system of algebraic
equations using the MathCAD ‘‘Find’’ computer package.
The computer programme used is presented in ‘‘Appen-
dix’’. Results of these calculations are presented in
Table 2.
Graphs of a draw force of the real compound bow and
corresponding virtual recurved bows with an equal force
and equal energy are shown in Fig. 4. The amount of
potential energy accumulated in the compound bow is
75 % greater than in the virtual recurved bow (virt 1) that
has the same force. The draw force of the compound bow
in the aiming situation is 2.3 times smaller than in the
Table 1 Initial parameters
No Designation Dimension Data
1 l m 0.177
2 hU m 0.338
3 hL m 0.338
4 R m 0.033
5 r m 0.020
6 k Nm 114.0
7 a0 rad 0.977
8 aB rad 0.421
9 D m 0.040
10 a m -0.016
11 xN m 0.738
12 f 1 1.3
Fig. 3 Schematic image of a
drawn bow: a bow, b cams and
c poly-angle of force vectors
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virtual recurved bow (virt 2) under the same amount of
potential energy.
Figure 5 shows the predicted values for the limb angles
as a function of draw displacement d ¼ xN  xNBð Þ: In the
braced situation the angles are equal. In the full drawn
situation a difference between upper and lower limbs of
0.014 rad or da ¼ 12:0 % is predicted compared to a
common average value of them from a first estimate using
a symmetrical approach, where:
da ¼ 200 aU  aLð Þ
aU þ aL %: ð20Þ
This difference is essential because it is many times
greater than measurement errors of bow parameters
(\1 %).
The use of MathCAD in solving this system of equations
makes it possible for specialists of physical education and
sports (coaches and sport archers), who do not have a
strong mathematical background, to use the mechanical
and mathematical model developed in this programme for
study and training purposes.
The model requires 12 initial real compound bow
parameters, whilst predicting a further 20 to give 32 bow
parameters in total.
In contrast to other approaches (e.g., Park [8]) there is
no a priori hypothesis about symmetrical deflection of
upper and lower limbs. Relaxation of this condition
Table 2 Results of calculations





1 aU rad 0.124 0.117 -5.6
2 aL rad 0.110 0.117 6.4
3 bU rad 0.968 0.967 -0.1
4 bL rad 0.819 0.820 0.1
5 cU rad 0.603 0.603 0.0
6 cL rad 0.751 0.751 0.0
7 sU m 0.631 0.631 0.0
8 sL m 0.699 0.699 0.0
9 c m 0.717 0.717 0.0
10 cB m 0.821 0.821 0.0
11 u rad 5.159 5.159 0.0
12 xNB m 0.238 0.238 0.0
13 sB m 0.410 0.410 0.0
14 FU N 66.0 66.1 0.2
15 FL N 68.6 68.5 -0.1
16 Fx N 104.5 104.5 0.0
17 Fy N 9.4 9.2 -2.1
18 FCU N 251.7 252.2 0.2
19 FCL N 257.9 257.4 -0.2
20 yN m 0.065 0.064 -1.5
Fig. 4 Draw force of a compound bow (real) and correspondent virtual
recurved bows with an equal force (virt 1) and equal energy (virt 2)
Fig. 5 Angles of upper (U) and lower (L) limbs
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results in a predicted asymmetry in the limb deflections
of about 12 %. This value is 1–2 orders of magnitude
greater than errors in measurements of the main bow
parameters.
Considering the ‘‘symmetrical’’ model, the equation
governing this model is below:
aU ¼ aL: ð21Þ
Inclusion of Eq. (21) in the system of Eqs. (1)–(16),
(18), and (19) can be achieved by artificial modification of
the limbs stiffness. As the deflection of the lower limb is
predicted to be smaller (see Fig. 4), its stiffness needs to be
decreased and that of the upper limb increased. As a result
Eqs. (14) becomes:
FCU þ FCLð Þ cos aU
þ FSU sin p
2





5l ¼ k jð Þ a0  aUð Þ;
FCU þ FCLð Þ cos aL
þ FSL sin p
2





5l ¼ kþ jð Þ a0  aLð Þ;
ð22Þ
where j is a value of limb stiffness correction. So, the
system of Eqs. (1)–(13), (15), (16), (18), (19), (21),
and (22) are a mathematical model of the bow for a
symmetrical limb deflection condition. Results of the
simulations using both symmetrical and asymmetrical
conditions for a fully drawn situation (xN = 0.738 m)
are presented in Table 2. The value of stiffness correc-
tion, j; used in these simulations was 0.89 Nm
(Fig. 6).
The relative differences between these simulations
were greatest for the limb angles ([5 % and in the case
of the lower limb it is greater). The differences in
transverse component of the draw force (-2.1 %) and
transverse displacement of a nocking point (-1.5 %)
were significant too. The differences regarding cam and
string forces (0.1–0.2 %) are near the errors of mea-
surements of bow parameters and so not noticeable. Any
other differences which describe longitudinal parameters
were negligibly small (near 0.05 %) and this is reason-
able because ‘‘symmetrical’’ hypothesis deals with
transverse parameters.
4.1 Experimental verification of the model
An experimental archery bow (No. 028815P) was hung at
the grip point G and loaded gravitationally with W-load at
the nock point N (Fig. 7). A photographic image of the
drawn bow was captured using a digital camera which was
situated with its optical axis normal to the vertical plane of
the bow.
The digital image was situated with its vertical line GN
in parallel to a side border of MS Paint worktable. A
scale of the bow image was calculated using a ruler on
the bow riser ðl ¼ 0:761mm=pixelÞ: Coordinates of the
calm axes (AU, AL), the handle grip (G) and the limbs
virtual joint points (HU, HL), the nock point (N), and the
origin (O) of Oxy coordinate system were measured in
pixels (Table 3).
Geometrical parameters were compared with results of
modelling (see Table 2) using the equations below:










Fig. 6 A value of limb stiffness correction

















xN þ a ¼ 0:090 see Eq:18ð Þ;
cos \AUHUHLð Þ ¼ l
2 þ hU þ hLð Þ2 HLAUð Þ2
2l hU þ hLð Þ
¼ 0:1249;\AUHUHL ¼ 1:696;
aU ¼ \AUHUHL  p
2
¼ 0:125;
cos \ALHLHUð Þ ¼ l
2 þ hU þ hLð Þ2 HUALð Þ2
2l hU þ hLð Þ
¼ 0:1063; \ALHLHU ¼ 1:677;
aL ¼ \ALHLHU  p
2
¼ 0:106: ð23Þ
Comparative results of measurement and simulation are
presented in Table 4. The error associated with digital
imaging of the limbs’ deflection was also evaluated
(Fig. 8): D is the distance from a camera to the vertical
plane of symmetry of the bow; AA00 is a small displacement
in the plane dyD  1
 
: Using a small angle approximation
dh  1ð Þ; the measurement error was estimated. For e.g.,
corresponding equations along Oy axis are as below:
y ¼ Dtgh; dyy¼0  Ddh; dy ¼ Dtg hþ dhð Þ  y: ð24Þ
Taking into account the equality tg hþ dhð Þ  tghþdh
1tghdh ;
gives:
dy  1þ tg
2h





1 tgh dh : ð25Þ







The character dimensions of the bow in the main plane
are y = 0.4 m, D = 4.0 m, giving a value of 1 %. Given
the level of error, then the differences between symmetrical
and asymmetrical simulations (see Table 2) for cam angles
are the most notable differences. Comparing the cam angle
simulations, aU for the asymmetric simulation gives a
much closer representation (-0.001 rad) than the sym-
metric simulation (-0.008 rad). The agreement of aL is
less good, but is still closer (0.004 rad) for the asymmetric
simulation than for the symmetric one (0.011 rad).
Although validation has been carried out for just one
specific example to date and requires generalisation, the
relaxation of symmetric cam angles appears to give greater
accuracy in deflection simulation.
5 Conclusions
A mathematical model of the deformation of a compound
bow has been formulated based on 12 input parameters
from which a further 20 parameters are predicted.
The model relaxes the condition for symmetry between
the cam angles and predicts a 12 % difference in the
deflections of the two limbs.
The difference between results of simulation and mea-
surement was up to 7 % while the error in digital imaging
of deformation was around 1 %. Compared with a simu-
lation involving symmetry many parameters were not sig-
nificantly different. The cam angles were, however,
different and the values from the asymmetric simulation
were much closer than those from a symmetric simulation.
Simulation of aU was much more accurate than that of aL:
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Appendix
MathCAD computer program.
Table 4 Comparison of measurement and simulation
Parameter Dimension Measurement Simulation Difference, %
ON mm 741 741 0
tgw 1 0.088 0.090 2.3
aU rad 0.125 0.124 -0.8
aL rad 0.106 0.110 3.8
W N 98.1 104.9 7.0
Fig. 8 Schematic diagram of digital image errors
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